This paper investigates the classification of shapes into broad natural categories such as animal or leaf. We asked whether such coarse classifications can be achieved by a simple statistical classification of the shape skeleton. We surveyed databases of natural shapes, extracting shape skeletons and tabulating their parameters within each class, seeking shape statistics that effectively discriminated the classes. We conducted two experiments in which human subjects were asked to classify novel shapes into the same natural classes. We compared subjects' classifications to those of a naive Bayesian classifier based on the natural shape statistics, and found good agreement. We conclude that human superordinate shape classifications can be well understood as involving a simple statistical classification of the shape skeleton that has been ''tuned'' to the natural statistics of shape.
Introduction
Most contemporary approaches to object recognition involve matching shapes to a simple database of stored object models. But human conceptual structures have long been thought to be hierarchical (Rosch, 1973) , meaning they contain highly specific (subordinate) and highly abstracted (superordinate) object categories. Indeed, from a computational point of view, a hierarchical matching procedure, in which objects are indexed into broad categories first before increasingly fine classifications are made, is well-known to greatly increase matching efficiency (Quinlan & Rivest, 1989) . Richards and Bobick (1988) have argued that an initial rough classification of sensory stimuli into coarse semantic classes (animal, vegetable or mineral?) serves as an effective entry point into a natural ontology, allowing rapid use of perceptual information to guide meaningful responses. In this paper we ask whether such an initial classification in the realm of shape can be effected using a very small set of shape parameters if (a) the parameters are well chosen, and (b) the classification is informed by knowledge of the way these parameters are distributed in the real world.
Superordinate classification is an inherently difficult problem, because objects within a broader class generally differ from each other in a larger variety of ways than do those within a narrower class (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976) . Recent studies have shown that human subjects can accurately place images into natural categories (e.g. does the image contain an animal?) after exposures as brief as 20 ms, with classification essentially complete by 150 ms of processing (Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001 ). The rapidity of this classification has been taken to suggest an entirely feed-forward architecture lacking recurrent or iterative computation (Serre, Oliva, & Poggio, 2007) . These studies generally involve a very nonspecific kind of natural image classification-the stimuli may contain a variety of objects and a multiplicity of cues, including shape, color, texture, etc.-both within target objects (if any are present) as well as elsewhere in the image. By contrast our focus is on shape properties specifically, and their utility in classifying individual objects. Hence while our task is broadly similar in that it involves a natural classification, our stimuli consist of a single, isolated object-a black silhouette presented on a white background, without additional features or
